Introduction

Dear Reader,

Studying in Hungary is a unique experience, both from an academic and a professional point of view. The students who visit us develop their skills and knowledge and, at the same time, they have the opportunity to live in a country famous worldwide for its hospitality and its quality of education. Hungary’s higher education centres are dynamic and modern institutions, constantly adapting to the new challenges of the knowledge society and market needs, preparing its’ students for employment in a wide variety of fields. The universities are firmly committed to the task of converting their campuses into poles of attraction for international talent. They are the centres of knowledge, culture, and the workshops of research. Besides preserving national traditions, Hungarian HEIs are part of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA), and develop and maintain relations with a large number of HEIs all over the world. There are more than 60 higher education institutions located all over Hungary, offering students courses leading to degrees at the undergraduate, graduate, postgraduate and PhD level in countless specialisations taught in Hungarian, English, German or French. Since this booklet can only give a brief description of the Hungarian system of higher education, I suggest you browse the website of the Hungarian Rectors’ Conference (www.mrk.hu) for more details about our universities and colleges.

Last, but not least, I would like to encourage both students and instructors to choose Hungary, one of Central Europe’s most dynamic, cosmopolitan countries for gaining knowledge, experience and friendships that will last for a lifetime.
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Come Study in Hungary!

About Hungarian higher education in general

Hungarian higher education has a long history, with the first university founded in 1367. Hungary’s modern higher education system consisting of universities and colleges emerged in the 20th century. Hungarian diplomas are highly regarded worldwide. The programmes are of a high standard, yet tuition fees and living costs are quite reasonable.

Hungary’s huge contribution to the world’s intellectual heritage includes many Hungarian-educated Nobel Prize winners, famous Hungarian inventions including the ball-point pen (Biro), phosphorous matches (Inny), the electric train (Kandó) and the telephone exchange (Puskás), not to mention a long list of famous composers, painters and artists, including Zoltán Kodály, Béla Bartók, Víctor Vasarely and Jenő Ormandy.

About Hungary

A small country with a great history, Hungary is located in the heart of Europe. The history of the Hungarian state goes back more than eleven centuries. Today Hungary has a population of 10 million in an area of 93,030 km².

Hungary is a parliamentary democracy. Hungary has been a full member of the European Union since 1st May 2004. Its capital Budapest is a metropolis with nearly two million inhabitants and it is considered by its many visitors as one of Europe’s most beautiful cities. Other Hungarian cities are easily accessible from the capital by motorway or rail. Hungarians are famous for their hospitality and cuisine. Culture and sports are also important features of Hungarian life including first-class opera, theatres, museums, exhibitions and concerts as well as world tournaments in various sports. The largest pop-festival in Europe, ‘Sziget’, is held annually on one of the islands in the river Danube in Budapest.

Hungary is a market economy. In the last twenty years, Hungary has become an attractive country for investors. Numerous major international corporations have set up their regional centres in Hungary. In recent years, several Hungarian companies have achieved a leading role in the region.

Hungary’s Higher education system

Higher education programmes in Hungary are offered by universities and colleges. In accordance with the common European higher education principles, Hungary introduced the three cycle degree structure in 2006 (BA/BSc, MA/MSc, and PhD/DLA). Within the framework of this system, BA/BSc programmes lead to a first degree. Master level programmes require a first degree as admission criterion. There are a few fields of tertiary education (e.g. law and medical studies) where undivided
long programmes remain the standard form of study (10 to 12 semesters) leading to a first degree which is however equivalent to an MA/MSc degree. All BA/BSc and MA/MSc degrees grant access to the labour market. In addition to full degree courses, HEIs offer shorter programmes too, such as summer universities and partial training.

The strength of Hungarian higher education lies in its PhD/DLA programmes. The doctoral degrees granted by Hungarian HEIs have a good international reputation. The pre-requisite to entering doctoral programmes is a MA/MSc degree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree programmes</th>
<th>No. of credits</th>
<th>No. of semesters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BA/BSc</td>
<td>180 – 240 credits</td>
<td>6 – 8 semesters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA/MSc</td>
<td>60 – 120 credits</td>
<td>2 – 4 semesters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unified MA</td>
<td>300 – 360 credits</td>
<td>10 – 12 semesters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD/DLA</td>
<td>180 credits</td>
<td>6 semesters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-degree programmes</th>
<th>No. of credits</th>
<th>No. of semesters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate specialisation programmes</td>
<td>60 – 120 credits</td>
<td>2 – 4 semesters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer university courses</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial trainings</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher level vocational training. Short cycle advanced vocational programmes</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>2 – 4 semesters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The academic year is divided into 2 semesters including 14–15 weeks of lectures and seminars followed by a 6-week examination period.

Frequently Asked Questions

Are my credits gained in Hungary transferable?

As Hungary has been a member of the European Union since 2004, the Hungarian higher education institutions are part of the European Higher Education Area, and the credits and degrees gained in Hungary are transferable to other European institutions. The main objective of the introduction of the credit system was to harmonize different country’s education systems and to facilitate student mobility. As a result of this harmonisation, higher education institutions in Europe will recognise your credits earned in Hungarian institutions and vice versa.

What are the admission requirements? What qualifications do I need in order to be admitted to a higher education institution in Hungary?

According to the Higher Education Act, admission to Bachelor’s degree (BA) programmes and unified, undivided, long-term Master’s degree programmes is selective. The prerequisite of admission to any study programme in a higher education institution is either (a) the Hungarian secondary school leaving certificate, or (b) its foreign equivalent, or (c) a degree obtained in higher education accredited or recognized in Hungary. There are a few exceptions where practical examinations or aptitude tests are also required. Study programmes in the fields of music and arts require applicants to demonstrate their particular artistic abilities. If you wish to obtain a PhD degree in Hungary, the basic requirement is to hold a university degree which is equivalent to an MA/MSc degree.

Do I need a visa?

A) Students from the European Union and the European Economic Area

Students from the European Union, the European Economic Area and students who are citizens of countries listed in the 539/2001/EC council regulation Annex II. may travel to Hungary without a visa. They may apply directly for the residence permit upon arrival to Hungary if their expected stay exceeds the period of 90 days.

B) Foreign students from outside the European Union

Foreign students from outside the European Union, and students who are not citizens of countries listed in the 539/2001/EC council regulation Annex II. are required to apply for a visa. The application may be submitted at the Hungarian diplomatic mission or consular post in the country of your permanent or habitual residence. If there is no such mission there, you can turn to any other Hungarian diplomatic mission or consular post. The process of issuing the visa may take one month.
How much money do I need for living in Hungary?

In practice, you will need at least 100,000 HUF (320 EUR; 530 USD) per month in order to cover the costs of decent accommodation (about 50,000-60,000 HUF + utilities (190-230 EUR; 280-330 USD)), pay for public transport (one month in Budapest: 3,850 HUF (14 EUR; 21 USD)), and even go out occasionally. This amount should cover the costs of rent, food, clothing, personal hygiene, local transport, study materials, health insurance, telephone and other expenses – but not the tuition fee. There are small regional differences in the cost of living: Budapest is more expensive than other Hungarian cities.

How do I find accommodation?

You have several options to choose from when looking for public or private accommodation in Hungarian cities. You may stay in the student residence of the university you are attending, rent a room, share a flat, or rent a whole flat on your own. Since the rent may take up more than the half of your budget, your other financial options will depend greatly on your choice of accommodation. Note, however, that student residence places – meaning usually twin and more rarely single bedrooms – are limited in number. Information on private places for rent can be found in the classified adverts in newspapers, on the Internet or on the notice boards of the university. In many institutions, the offices of international or foreign student affairs, or the centre for student services will help you find a convenient place to stay. Renting rooms and sharing flats is naturally cheaper.

Do I require health insurance?

Residents of EEA (European Economic Area) countries and Switzerland, who are entitled to health care of the national health service of their respective countries of residence, can receive health care free of charge in Hungary on the basis of the European Health Insurance Card. Residents of countries which have signed bilateral agreements with Hungary are also entitled to receive health care free of charge in urgent cases. Participants of international student exchange programmes and scholarship holders in Hungary are entitled to free medical care as well. Residents of third countries have to pay full price for the health care services in Hungary. Foreign residents studying in Hungary may obtain health insurance by signing agreement with National Health Insurance Fund (OEP) and paying 30% of the local minimum wage per month (23,400 HUF; approx. 90 EUR, 130 USD).
University of Debrecen (Research Centre of Excellence)

Programmes in English²
BSc in Chemical Engineering, BSc in Electrical Engineering, BSc in Mechanical Engineering, BA in Performance (Music), BA in Musical Creative Art and Muscology, BA in English Studies, BA in French Studies, BA in German Studies, BA in Russian Studies, BA in Business Administration and Management, BSc in Software Information Technology, BSc in Engineering Information Technology, BSc in Business Information Technology, BSc in Physiotherapy, BSc in Public Health, MA in English Studies, MA in American Studies, Master of Business Administration (MBA), MSc in Business Development, MSc in Chemistry, MSc in Software Information Technology, MSc in Agricultural Engineering, MSc in Animal Science, MSc in Food Safety and Quality, MSc in Environmental Management, MSc in Rural Development, MD in Medicine, DMD in Dentistry, MPH in Pharmacology, MSc in Public Health, PhD in Theoretical Medicine, PhD in Clinical Medicine, PhD in Health Sciences, PhD in Pharmacology, PhD in Multidisciplinary Medicine, PhD in Public Health, PhD in Dentistry, PhD in Biology and Environmental Sciences, PhD in Chemistry, PhD in Earth Sciences, PhD in Physics, PhD in English Studies, PhD in American Studies, PhD in English Linguistics, PhD in Mathematics and Computer Science, PhD in Informatics, International Foundation Year - preparatory programme, Intensive Foundation Semester (January)-preparatory programme, 1-2 semesters of English Language Course – preparatory programme, Basic Medicine Course (Pre-Medical Course) I-II, Classical Instrument* and Voice Studies-preparatory programme, Music Theory, General Music Studies, Choir Conducting-preparatory programme

General Information
BSc/BA- Duration: 6-8 semesters, Tuition fee: USD 2,500-4,000/semester
MSc/MA- Duration: 2-4 semesters, Tuition fee: USD 2,200-3,000/semester
General Medicine- Duration: 12 semesters, Tuition fee: USD 13,500/academic year
Dentistry- Duration: 10 semesters, Tuition fee: USD 13,500/academic year, in years 3, 4, 5 an additional material cost is added: USD 1,500/academic year
Pharmacy - Duration: 10 semesters, Tuition fee: USD 8,000/academic year
PhD- Duration: 6 semesters, Tuition fee: USD 3,000-5,000/semester
Prep. programmes- Duration: 1-2 semesters, Tuition fee: USD 1250-3250/semester

Short Introduction
UD is a leading research university, serving about 30,000 students in 15 faculties. Students can choose from over 60 majors, and upon graduation, from 25 doctoral schools.

International Relations and Projects
UD has international relations with about 300 universities in Europe and worldwide. Students can participate in the ERASMUS, IEEP and CEEPUS programmes, as well as bilateral exchange programmes to spend a semester or two abroad. New relations have just been established with some Chinese and Indian universities, and hopefully more will follow soon. Contact information: info@edu.unideb.hu

Eötvös Loránd University (Research Centre of Excellence)

Programmes in English³
BA in Psychology, BA and MA in English and American Studies, BA and MA in French (major of Romance Studies), BA in German (major of Germanic studies), BA and MA in German as a minority language and literature (major of Germanic studies), BA in Italian (major of Romance Studies), BA and MA in Portuguese (major of Romance Studies), BA and MA in Romanian (major of Romance Studies), BA and MA in Spanish (major of Romance Studies)

General Information
Eötvös Loránd University offers students a huge variety of programmes in a wide range of subjects at different levels of tertiary education. For detailed information on the entry requirements and tuition fees, please visit the programme-specific pages of the appropriate faculties. http://www.elte.hu/en/degree-programmes

Short Introduction
Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE), the leading research university of Hungary, serves the interests of high quality education and cutting edge research with the conviction that neither can exist without the other. Therefore all the educational programmes of ELTE implement the latest research achievements.

International Relations and Projects
ELTE is also one of Hungary’s most international institutions, with more than 700 European partner universities and more than 65 from other continents. Profiling from such an international environment allows ELTE to design educational programmes of the highest academic standard with the most of our educational and industrial partners. This philosophy of co-operation assures that ELTE degrees are accepted around the globe, and ELTE graduates are in constant demand on the labour market. Eötvös Loránd University already provides more than 40 programmes in English and the number of joint degree programmes is growing each year. In 2010 and 2011 two ERASMUS Mundus master programmes (TEMPA, DCGC) joined the colourful portfolio of our institution. For ERASMUS Mundus scholarships please visit our website. As well as these various programmes, ELTE also organizes several summer universities. For further information please consult: in English: www.elte.hu/en; in Chinese: www.elte.hu/cn; in German www.elte.hu/de

² Language programme studies available in the language of the taught culture.
³ Language programme studies available in the language of the taught culture.
University of Pécs

Programmes in English

BA in Business Administration, BA in Psychology, Top-up degree programme in General Nursing leading to BSc, BSc in Nursing and Patient Care, BSc in Laboratory and imaging analysis for medical diagnostic, analyst for diagnostic imaging specialization, Post-graduate MSc programme in Nursing, BSc/B.Ed. Kindergarten/Elementary School Teacher

BA and MA in English Studies, MA in English Teacher Training, European Joint Master’s Program in English and American Studies, BA and MA in German Language, Literature and Culture, MA in German as a Minority Language and Literature (available in German), MSc in Applied Management, MSc in Medical Biotechnology, MD in Medicine (available also in German), DMD in Dentistry (available also in German), MPH in Pharmacy

Further information: Ms. Gyöngyi Pozsgai, Head of the International Relations Office, +36 72 501-500

Semmelweis University

(Research Centre of Excellence)

Programmes in English

BSc in Nursing and Patient Care, Physiotherapy Specialist Programme, Nursing Specialist Programme, Midwife Specialist Programme, BSc and MSc in Biological Education and Sport Sciences

MD in Medicine (available also in German), DMD in Dentistry (available also in German), MPH in Pharmacy (available also in German)

PhD in Basic Medicine, PhD in Clinical Medicine, PhD in Pharmaceutical Sciences, PhD in Mental Health Sciences, PhD in Sport Sciences, PhD in Neurosciences, PhD in Molecular Medicine, PhD in Pathological Sciences

General Information

General Medicine - Duration: 12 semesters, Tuition fee: USD 16,400/year, in German - Tuition fee: EUR 11,800/year

Pharmacy - Duration: 10 semesters, Tuition fee: USD 12,000/year

Dentistry - Duration: 10 semester, Tuition fee: years 1-2: USD 16,400/year, years 3, 4, 5: USD 19,600/year

Dental Hygiene - Duration: 6 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 3,000/year

Further information: Ms. Gyongyi Pozsgai, Head of the International Relations Office, pozsgai.gyongyi@pte.hu, tel.: +36 72 501-500/12418

4 Language programme studies available in the language of the taught culture.
University of Szeged
(Research Centre of Excellence)

Programmes in English
BA in Performing Arts, MA in Performing Arts, BA and MA in English and American Studies, BA and MA in French Language, Literature and Culture, BA and MA in German Language, Literature and Culture, BA and MA in Italian Language, Literature and Culture, MA in Study of Religions, MA in International Studies (law) (available in French), Preparatory courses in Medicine (available also in German), MD in Medicine (available also in German), DMD in Dentistry, MPH in Pharmacy. PhD in Economic Sciences, PhD in Education and Psychology, PhD in Humanities (Linguistics, Literature, History), PhD in Law and Social Sciences, PhD in Medicine and Pharmacy, PhD in Science (Biochemistry, Biology, Chemistry, Biotechnology, Geology, Mathematics, Physics, Biophysics, Computer Science).

General Information
BA - Duration: 6 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 3,000/semester
MA - Duration: 4 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 1,100-2,000-3,000/semester
Preparatory programmes - Duration: 2 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 5,200 (1st semester: EUR 3,200, 2nd semester: EUR 2,000)
General Medicine - Duration: 4 (German): 12 (English) semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 5,350/semester (English), EUR 5,900/semester (German)
Dentistry - Duration: 10 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 5,350/semester
Pharmacy - Duration: 10 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 4,750/semester
PhD - Duration: 6 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 4,000-4,500/semester

Short Introduction
The University of Szeged, which has a more than 400-year-long history, is comprised of 12 faculties and represents nearly 30,000 students, including 1,500 foreign students and 8,000 employees.

International Relations and Projects
Cross-border cooperation and a wide network of partner universities (64 partner universities) have made the university’s participation in bi- and multilateral cooperation exemplary, thus its students find it easy to take part in international scholarship and exchange programmes (CEEPUS and the LLP/ERASMUS programmes). Consequently, the students of SZTE have access to some of the best universities in Europe and overseas where they can extend their knowledge and experience. Contact information: Georgina Petri, Directorate for Foreign Affairs and Public Relations, Tel: +36 62 546-790

Budapest Business School

Programmes in English
BA in Commerce and Marketing (also available in German), BA in Finance and Accounting, BA in International Business Economics (also available in French), BA in Tourism and Catering (also available in German), MA in International Relations, MA in Tourism Management, PhD in International Business.

General Information
BA - Duration: 7 semesters, Tuition fee: for EU citizens: EUR 1150-1600/semester, for non-EU citizens: EUR 2000/semester and EUR 600 registration fee
MA - Duration: 3-4 semesters, Tuition fee: for EU citizens: EUR 1300-2200/semester, for non-EU citizens: EUR 2,600/semester and EUR 600 registration fee
PhD - Duration: 6 semesters (part-time) or 4 semesters (full-time), Tuition fee: for EU citizens - Full-time: 4,200 GBP/academic year, Part-time: 2,100 GBP/academic year, for non-EU citizens - Full-time: 9,650 GBP/academic year, Part-time: 4,850 GBP/academic year

Short Introduction
Budapest Business School was established in 2000 by fusion of three Colleges: the College of Commerce, Catering and Tourism, the College of International Management and Business and the College of Finance and Accountancy. In 2011 the fourth one was created: the Zalaegerszeg College of Business Administration.

International Relations and Projects
The Budapest Business School has wide-ranging international relations with 191 foreign universities and colleges in 42 countries on five continents. The BBS is a member of several international organisations such as EURASHE and EUA.

Types of international cooperation:
1. Strategic cooperation based on dual award programmes, joint studies, research and joint projects.
2. Relations based on mobility of ERASMUS and CEEPUS programmes.
3. Bilateral educational, research and scientific cooperation outside the ERASMUS and CEEPUS programmes. Further information: international@bgf.hu
Corvinus University of Budapest

Programmes in English
BA in Business and Management, BA in International Business, BA in Sociology, MA in International Economy and Business, MBA, MA in Public Policy and Management, MSc in Marketing, MA in International Relations, MSc in Horticulture, MA in Tourism Management, PhD in Sociology, PhD in Management and Business Administration, PhD in Food Science, PhD in Horticultural Science, PhD in Landscape Architecture and Landscape Ecology

General Information
BA- Duration: 6+1 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 2,900/semester
MA- Duration: 4 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 1,950/semester
MSc- Duration: 4 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 2,000-3,300/semester
PhD- Duration: 6 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 3,000-4,000/semester
Executive MBA- Duration: 4 semesters (part-time), Tuition fee: EUR 3,750/semester

Short Introduction
The Corvinus University of Budapest defines itself as a research university with an educational orientation. It operates on two campuses with six faculties: the Faculty of Business Administration, the Faculty of Economics, the Faculty of Social Sciences, the Faculty of Food Science, the Faculty of Horticultural Science and the Faculty of Landscape Architecture.

International Relations and Projects
The University has agreements with more than 300 partner universities all over the world, this number is constantly growing. Most of them are ERASMUS partners (more than 200 universities within the European Union), there are also Central European partners (CEEPUS exchange) and bilateral agreements with highly regarded universities from all over the world. Our university is a member of the CEMS programme and PIM, since 1996 and 2002 respectively. We also have double degree programmes and joint degrees with several European universities. Further information: infooffice@uni-corvinus.hu

Szent István University

Programmes in English
BSc in Agricultural Engineering, BSc in Wildlife Conservation and Management, BA in Management and Business Administration, BSc in Mechanical Engineering, MSc in Mechanical Engineering, MSc in Agricultural Engineering, MSc in Agricultural Biotechnology, MSc in Wildlife Conservation and Management, MSc in Crop Production, MSc in Animal Nutrition and Feed Safety, MSc in Rural Development and Agribusiness, MSc in Management and Leadership, Master of Business Administration (MBA) M.D. in Veterinary Medicine
PhD in Animal Sciences, PhD in Biological Sciences, PhD in Crop Sciences, PhD in Engineering PhD in Environmental Sciences, PhD in Management and Business Studies, PhD in Regional Sciences, PhD in Veterinary Sciences

General Information
BSc- Duration: 7 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 1,100-2,300/semester
BA- Duration: 7 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 2,200/semester
MSc- Duration: 4 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 1,400-2,300/semester
MBA- Duration: 4 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 10,000 + HUF 300,000/4 semesters
M.D. in Veterinary Medicine- Duration: 10 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 10,980/academic year
PhD - Duration: 6 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 3,000-8,000/semester

Short Introduction
SZIU, one of Hungary’s largest higher education institutions, consists of seven different faculties for study and research. With parts of its history dating back over 200 years, SZIU blends Hungary’s traditions and deep roots in agriculture with cutting-edge technology to meet the needs of its students in today’s competitive labour markets.

International Relations and Projects
SZIU, one of Hungary’s largest higher education institutions, consists of seven different faculties for study and research. With parts of its history dating back over 200 years, SZIU blends Hungary’s traditions and deep roots in agriculture with cutting-edge technology to meet the needs of its students in today’s competitive labour markets.

International Relations and Projects
Szent István University has about one hundred research groups working in different scientific areas. Our priority is the production of healthy and safe food sources, which includes research in the fields of veterinary sciences, animal husbandry, crop production, horticulture, environmental safety and evaluation of natural resources. Research in complex renewable and alternative energies is also emphasized. We have more than 400 international cooperation agreements in the fields of education and research. For 12 years we have been successfully running the Lifelong Learning ERASMUS and CEEPUS mobility programmes. SZIU is a member of the most respected European and worldwide communities for higher education, such as EUA, ICA (including IROICA, CASEE and AGRINATURA), EAEVE and VetNest.
University of West Hungary

Programmes in English
BA in Business Administration and Management (available in German), MSc in Wood Technology, PhD in Management and Organisation Sciences (available in German)

General Information
BA: Duration: 6 + 1 (placement) semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 800/semester
MSc: Duration: 4 semesters, Tuition fee: USD 3,000/semester
PhD: Duration: 6 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 1,600/semester

Short Introduction
The University of West Hungary is a network university with a broad range of undergraduate and graduate programmes in the fields of arts, natural, technical, agricultural and social sciences, visual arts and music. Based in Sopron and in four other towns (Szákszelekhévérő, Masonmagyarorvó, Győr, Szoombathely) in the Western Transdanubian region, it has ten faculties and six doctoral schools.

International Relations and Projects
The University of West Hungary has connections with more than 260 foreign higher educational and research institutions. It has 220 partners in Europe and 47 on other continents. Co-operations include student exchanges as well. We take part in the ERASMUS and CEEPUS programmes. An agreement for the co-direction in PhD thesis with the University of Bologna is in progress.

Óbuda University

Programmes in English
BSc in Electrical Engineering, BSc in Mechatronic Engineering

Faculties, institutes
Bánki Dénes Faculty of Mechanical & Safety Engineering, Kandó Kálmán Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Keleti Károly Faculty of Economics, John von Neumann Faculty of Informatics, Rajk Sándor Faculty of Light Industry and Environment Protection, Tiefert Agoston Centre for Engineering Education, Alba Regia University Centre - Szákszelekhévérő

General Information
BSc: Duration: 7 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 720/semester

Short Introduction
Óbuda University - as the legal successor to the Budapest Technical Institute - was established on 1st January, 2010. The university bases its policy on both sustaining traditions and a large spectrum, including peer-reviewed basic research, European and national research projects and industry-oriented developments and innovations. Beyond the „Transportation Informatics and Telematics University Knowledge Centre” and „Robot Technology University Knowledge Centre” a network of Competence Centres on the campus is also in operation.

International Relations and Projects
Research, development and innovation are the three cornerstones of our institution that greatly benefit from the University’s valued educational background. Research activities span a large spectrum, including peer-reviewed basic research, European and national research projects and industry-oriented developments and innovations. Beyond the „Transportation Informatics and Telematics University Knowledge Centre” and „Robot Technology University Knowledge Centre” a network of Competence Centres on the campus is also in operation.

University of Miskolc

Programmes in English
BSc in Materials Engineering, MSc in Manufacturing Engineering, MSc in Materials Engineering, Master of Business Administration (MBA), BSc and MSc in Hydrogeological Engineering, MSc in Petroleum Engineering, MSc in Geophysical Engineering, MSc in Mechanical Engineering, PhD in Applied Earth Sciences, PhD in Information Science, PhD in Engineering and Technology, PhD in Mechanical Engineering

General Information
BSc: Duration: 7 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 2,500/semester
MSc: Duration: 4 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 2,000-3,500/semester
PhD: Duration: 6 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 3,500-4,200/semester

Short Introduction
The University of Miskolc is the largest higher educational institution in the north-eastern region of Hungary. Education at BSc, MSc and PhD levels is performed in 8 faculties and 1 institute. Fundamental and applied research activities will be realized in the following fields: natural, technical, social and health care sciences, as well as the humanities and arts.

International Relations and Projects
International relations are mainly based on bilateral cooperation agreements with foreign institutions (30 countries, 96 institutions), as well as 155 ERASMUS exchange agreements and 45 CEEPUS agreements with foreign partner institutions. The University of Miskolc is also involved in a great number of Hungarian and international projects at university, faculty and departmental levels and takes part in activities of several international organizations.

Contact information: Péter Bánki, tel.: + 36 46 565-380, e-mail: bánsz@uni-miskolc.hu

Budapest College of Communication, Business and Arts

Programmes in English
BA in Business and Management, BA in Commerce and Marketing, BA in International Business, BA in Tourism and Catering, MA in Communication and Media

General Information
BA: Duration: 7 semesters, Tuition fee: for EU citizens EUR 1,200/semester, for non-EU citizens EUR 2,100/semester
MA: Duration: 4 semesters, Tuition fee: for EU citizens EUR 1,400/semester, for non-EU citizens EUR 3,200/semester

Short Introduction
With a history of 10 years, BKF is a dynamically growing private higher education institution with the largest student community in Hungary. Its high quality, practical activities strongly valued by the labour market have been acknowledged by the Superbrands 2011 award. Training fields: communication, business, tourism and arts.

International Relations and Projects
BKF maintains active relations with 44 partner institutions in 25 countries. Within the framework of the ERASMUS exchange programme BKF students may receive grants both for study abroad and foreign internship programmes. In addition, students may be granted the ministerial stipend awarded by the Minister for Culture. BKF students successfully take part in international student competitions organized by European universities. Furthermore they are also welcome at summer universities abroad.

Contact information: Péter Bikfalvi, tel.: + 36 46 565-380, e-mail: bikfalvi@uni-miskolc.hu
Eszterházy Károly College

Programmes in English
BA in British Studies, BA in English and American Studies, MA in American Specialization, MA in American Studies, MA in Teacher of English Language and Literature, MA in International Studies, Master of Business Administration (MBA), MSc in Information Technology

General Information
Duration: 4 semester, tuition fee: EUR 50/credit, (60 credits can be earned/programme) Registration fee: EUR 100/semester

Short Introduction
The Eszterházy Károly College is an independent higher educational institution in the centre of the northern region of Hungary. Its student body counts almost 9,000 students in four faculties: Faculty of Humanities, Faculty of Economics and Social Sciences, Faculty of Teacher Training and Knowledge Technology, Faculty of Natural Sciences.

Scientific Research, International Relations and Projects
The College is proud to maintain several internationally acclaimed research groups such as the Regional Business Development Research Group and the Information Society Instruction and Research Group, the Bryology Research Group, the Institutional Arboretum and the EGERFOOD Regional Knowledge Centre. In addition to its well-established professional cooperation with Hungarian colleges and universities the College maintains professional connections with over 60 higher education institutions in 25 countries, has about 70 ERASMUS partners, one CEEPUS network, about 20 bilateral agreements with universities in US, Egypt, Malaysia, Indonesia, Russia, Ukraine. Contact information: Eszterházy Károly College, Centre for International Relations, tel.: +36 36 520-427, dir@ektf.hu

Kodolányi János College

Programmes in English
International Foundation Year Programme, BA in Tourism and Catering, BA in Jazz Instrumental Performer and Jazz Music Singer

General Information
Founded in Programme- Duration: 2 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 2,250/semester BA: Duration: 4 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 2,250/semester

Short Introduction
Kodolányi János College has been operating since 1992. During the last several years we have developed 202 partnerships with institutions in 38 countries worldwide. We participate in student-, faculty- and trains exchange programmes and international R&D projects. Within the framework of our International Campus Programme, we welcome international students for full-time, part-time and E-learning studies, organise lifelong training courses, summer university courses and launch academic programmes abroad. Further information: Ms. Eva Horváti, Director of International Relations, tel.: +36 22 543-377, e-mail: international@kodolanyi.hu

University of Pannonia

Programmes in English
BA and MA in English and American Studies, BA in French Studies, BA and MA in German Studies, MA in German Language, Literature and Culture (available in German) BA and MA in Journalism and Catering, MA in Economic Analysis, MSc in Agricultural Sciences, MSc in Environmental Engineering, MSc in Environmental Sciences, MSc in Plant Protection

General Information
BA- Duration: 6 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 970-1,000/semester MA- Duration: 4 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 1,000-2,400/semester

Short Introduction, International Relations and Projects
The University of Pannonia performs research and R&D activities and offers programmes in the main areas of engineering, economics, information technology, and agricultural sciences. Prestigious international projects provide researchers’ and students’ mobility, and also contribute to the quality of the programmes in these areas. In all activities, including international projects, the university seriously takes into account sustainability. In addition to the programmes cited above, the institution also offers programmes in a wide range of the humanities.

Pázmány Péter Catholic University

Type of Programmes and Degrees
Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, PhD programme, Master’s level further specialization, Higher level vocational training, Adult training and education

Short Introduction, International Relations
The Pázmány Péter Catholic University has five faculties as follows: Faculty of Theology, Faculty of Humanities (Pilisszabó), Faculty of Law, Faculty of Information Technology, and the ‘Víziváros’ Faculty of Pedagogy (Egerstrom). Language programme studies available in the following languages: BA in English and American Studies, BA in German Studies, BA in Latin Philology, BA in French Studies, BA in Italian Studies, BA in Spanish Studies, BA in Slavic Studies, BA in Polish Studies, MA in English Studies, MA in French (Literature and Culture), MA in Italian (Literature and Culture), MA in Polish Literature

Scientific Research, International Relations and Projects
The University collaborates in the realisation of its programmes with the University of Cambridge, with the San Francisco University and also with the Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore di Milano. The centre of these important languages and knowledge is the Jedlik Árpád Laboratory, dealing with informational technology and bionics. This laboratory is a member of the International Research University Network (IRUN) and the Szentágothai Research Center. Research of international dimensions is carried out in every doctoral programme of the University.
Széchenyi István University

Programmes in English
MA in Marketing

General Information
Duration: 4 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 1,200-1,500/semester

Short Introduction
The University is the primary server of the regional economy and public services sector. It provides education, research in the fields of engineering, information technology, pedagogy, economics, international relations, law and administration, social work, health, and arts. Its activities encompass training at all levels (BSc, MSc, PhD).

International Relations and Projects
The professors and departments of the university have established a working educational and research co-operation with more than 30 higher educational and some 70 industrial partners in Hungary. The university has institutional-level connections with more than 100 European institutions of higher education, and with numerous international partnerships outside Europe. Most of these programmes are educational partnerships and include professor and student exchange programmes. These are mainly financed through EU projects such as ERASMUS, LEONARDO, CEEPUS and FP7. Since 2003, Széchenyi István University is a registered member of the EUA. The university considers it a priority to expand its international education offering and to create an opportunity for foreign students to participate in partial or full degree courses in a foreign language at Széchenyi István University. To help achieve this goal, the International Project Center was established as the primary contact point for international network. More information: http://ipc.sze.hu

College of Dunaújváros

Programmes in English
BSc in Engineering Business Management, BSc in Computer Engineering, BA in Business Administration, BA in Communication and Media, MA in Teacher of Engineering

General Information
Duration: 6-7 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 2,950/academic year

Short Introduction
The College of Dunaújváros, located in the geographical centre of Hungary, plays a leading role in the higher education of its region, and offers a wide range of disciplines to the students from media and business to engineering studies. We provide our students with a competitive, practice-oriented education and the focused skills needed for building their careers when entering the job market.

International Relations and Projects
The College of Dunaújváros participates actively in ERASMUS student and lecturer exchange programme with more than 25 European partner universities and colleges from 15 countries. We offer summer university courses to international students who are interested in the Hungarian language and culture and the acquisition of practical knowledge on the field of media technology. Further information: International Relations Department, tel.: +36 25 551-211, e-mail: international@maf.duf.hu

College of Szolnok

Programmes in English
BA in International Business Administration, BA in Tourism and Catering

General Information
Duration: 7 semesters (6 academic semesters + 1 placement semester), Tuition fee for EUA citizens: EUR 900/semester, Tuition fee for non-EUA citizens: EUR 2,000/semester

Short Introduction
College of Szolnok is a young but dynamic institution with an emphasis on business BA programmes. We lay great emphasis on employability skills thus besides equipping our students with professional knowledge we focus on their business skills development. We have great experience in tourism, hospitality management and international business.

International Relations and Projects
College of Szolnok has wide international relations with a major focus on Europe. We have a number of running projects with international partners that range from student and staff exchange through joint research programmes, video conferences and distant education to intensive programmes and joint teaching. We are at the stage of developing overseas relations so partners from all over the world are welcome. Contact information: International Office, tel.: +36 56 511-722, e-mail: kazmere@ssolf.hu

Saint Paul Academy

Programmes in English
BA in International Business Administration, BA in Tourism and Catering

General Information
Duration: 7 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 1,490/semester

Short Introduction
DGC is a non-profit organisation, operating as a private college accredited by the Hungarian Government. DGC was one of the first institutions in Hungary to provide distance education. The institution is also a pioneer in the introduction of e-learning methods. Since its foundation more than 11,000 IT engineers, economists and managers have graduated from the College.

International Relations and Projects
Dennis Gabor College is engaged in ERASMUS mobility projects with the following institutions: Tampere University of Applied Sciences, Finland, University of Applied Sciences Amburg-Weiden, Germany, College of Europe, Bruges, Belgium, University of Applied Sciences in Heraklion, Greece. In addition the College has a twenty year-long cooperation with the University of Hertfordshire, UK, in various degree programmes at BSc and recently also at MSc level. The DGC also participates in several multinational projects in the framework of Leonardo da Vinci programmes. Further information: english.bsc@gdf.hu

Dennis Gabor College

Programmes in English
BSc in Computer Engineering, MSc in Computer Science (joint degree programme with the University of Hertfordshire)

General Information
BSc: Duration: 7 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 1,490/semester
MSc: Duration: 3-9 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 1,200/semester

Short Introduction
DGC is a non-profit organisation, operating as a private college accredited by the Hungarian Government. DGC was one of the first institutions in Hungary to provide distance education. The institution is also a pioneer in the introduction of e-learning methods. Since its foundation more than 11,000 IT engineers, economists and managers have graduated from the College.

International Relations and Projects
Dennis Gabor College is engaged in ERASMUS mobility projects with the following institutions: Tampere University of Applied Sciences, Finland, University of Applied Sciences Amburg-Weiden, Germany, College of Europe, Bruges, Belgium, University of Applied Sciences in Heraklion, Greece. In addition the College has a twenty year-long cooperation with the University of Hertfordshire, UK, in various degree programmes at BSc and recently also at MSc level. The DGC also participates in several multinational projects in the framework of Leonardo da Vinci programmes. Further information: english.bsc@gdf.hu
Kaposvár University

Programmes in English
MSc in Animal Nutrition and Feed Safety

General Information
Duration: 2 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 3,900/semester (incl. full board)

Short Introduction
The Animal nutrition and feed safety MSc programme is the ideal choice for anyone aiming to work in any field of animal production. The aim of this study programme is to train skilled professionals well equipped to tackle the problems of animal nutrition, feed production, feed and food safety and are able to perform planning, research and innovation duties.

International Relations and Projects
Kaposvár University carries out basic and applied research spanning intensive and wide vocational spectrum in the framework of domestic and international co-operations. It maintains active and good relationship with several institutions in more than 20 countries. Furthermore, we have 32 ERASMUS partners from 16 countries, and have organized four successful EILC courses. As a continuation we have established the International Summer School (subject: Sustainable Development).

Edutus College

Programmes in English
Preparatory Course for BA Business Studies for Foreigners

General Information
Duration: 2 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 3,900/semester (incl. full board)

Short Introduction
Edutus College was founded in 1992. Modern courses and curricula, experienced instructors, up-to-date technology and advanced IT infrastructure, practice-oriented education, enterprise projects carried out in small groups and vocational training both within and outside of the country help to maintain the high standard of education.

International Relations and Projects
Edutus College has been extending its international relations since its foundation. It has partners all over in Europe. ‘International Week’ is organized each spring when foreign professors visit for a week to give students lectures on different topics (Marketing, Management, etc.). Foreign students are also welcome. Edutus College participates in the LLP ERASMUS exchange programme since 1997 and is pleased to receive students within the framework of this program. Further information: mail@edutus.hu or www.edutus.hu

Central European University

Programmes in English
Central European University (CEU) is an English-language, graduate university located in Budapest. CEU offers MA and PhD programmes in the social sciences, humanities, law, public policy, business management, economics, environmental sciences and policy, and mathematics. The University is accredited in the United States and in Hungary. List of available programmes: http://www.ceu.hu/academics

General Information
MA/MSc: programmes: Duration: 2-4 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 7,000–12,000/Academic Year
Doctoral programmes: Duration: 5 years, Tuition fee: First Year: EUR 11,000-15,750, after Comprehensive Examination: EUR 5250-5750/Academic Year
Around 65 % of admitted students receive full or partial tuition waiver and/or living stipend.
Further information: http://www.ceu.hu/admissions/tuitionandfees

International Relations and Projects
CEU is a global organization with students and faculty from around the world. It maintains diverse international research projects, joint degree programmes and other cooperative activities (see http://aco.ceu.hu/node/1024, http://aco.ceu.hu/node/17436, http://aco.ceu.hu/node/11026).

Eötvös József College

Programmes in English
BA in International Studies (also available in German)

General Information
Duration: 6 semester, Tuition fee: EUR 400/semester

International Relations and Projects
The College remains strong in its traditional subject areas, while offering many innovative new courses. We are committed to the continued improvement of our infrastructure: a new library, auditorium and hall of residence on the banks of the Sugovica River have recently opened up many new possibilities for the College. BA courses: Andragogy, Librarianship and IT, Preschool Teacher Training, Primary School Teacher Training, Civil Engineering, Environmental Engineering, Economics and Management. Higher National Diploma/Foundation Degree courses: Infant and Child Care and Education, Youth Work, Institutional Communications, Community Organization, Web Programming, Training Support, Tourism Management, Bank Administration, Logistics Management, Waste Management, Financial Administration, Accountancy Management.
International Business School - Budapest

Programmes in English
BA in Arts Management, BA in Business Studies, BA in Finance and Accounting, BA in International Business Relations, BA in Travel and Tourism Management, MSc in Financial Management, MSc in Human Resource Management, MSc in International Business, MSc in Marketing Management

General Information
BA: Duration: 8 semesters, Tuition fee: EUR 2,500–2,900/semester
MSc: Duration: 12 months, Tuition fee: EUR 8,700/programme

Short Introduction
Being a private international university, IBS quickly adapts to the needs of a constantly changing inter-nation-al market and modifies its academic programmes accordingly. The mission of IBS as a Budapest-based European business school is to provide an excellent academic and work-integrated education to an exclusive group of students of diverse cultural background.

International Relations and Projects
IBS attracts students from 75 countries on 5 continents and professors from various countries of the world. In addition to our ERASMUS co-operations (72 ERASMUS partner institutions in 19 countries), we are building an international network of academic partnerships focusing on staff development, sharing know-how in teaching methodology and curriculum development. Besides Master’s and Bachelor’s programmes, IBS offers a 4-week Summer School programme and an Intensive English Language Programme including 600 hours of English. Further information: László Lendvai, +36 1 391 2574, info@ibs-b.hu, www.ibs-b.hu

Andrásy Gyula German Speaking University Budapest

Programmes only in German
MA in International Economy and Business, MA in International Relations with Specialisation in Central European Studies, MA in European and International Administration, LL.M. programme, MA in Central European History, MA in Central European Studies, PhD programme

General Information
Duration: 2–6 semester, Tuition fee: EUR 750/semester

Short Introduction
The AUB was established in 2001 as a multinational joint project. It is a European flagship project, a German-speaking place of meetings and a Hungarian and international university at the same time, which offers inspiring academic prospects, personality development in European environment and opens up outstanding employment opportunities.

International Relations and Projects
The AUB was founded by the Republic of Hungary, the Federal Republic of Germany, the Republic of Austria, Switzerland, the Federal State of Bavaria and the Federal State of Baden-Württemberg. It cooperates with the universities of Bayreuth, Passau, St. Gallen, Heidelberg, Graz, Vienna and further Central European universities. Scholarship programmes exist among others with DAAD, Landesstiftung Baden-Württemberg and Visegrad Fund. For further information, please do not hesitate to contact our Student Council on uni@andrassyuni.hu.

Tomori Pál College

Programmes only in German
BA in International Business Management, BA in Human Arts

General Information
Duration: 6–1 semester (there is an extra semester of compulsory field practice after completing the studies), Tuition fee: EUR 2,250/semester

Short Introduction
Tomori Pál College is ranked in the first third of the list of higher education institutions and is ranked in the first positions of colleges regarding the evaluation of tutors. 60 % of all tutors of the college have a PhD degree. Some of the tutors work or used to work for companies or banks, which helps them become practice-oriented. Case studies, simulations and other practical exercises done in small groups accompany the theoretical courses. To improve practical skills of the students, we organize sessions of competency-trainings where students learn in teams how to apply their knowledge.

International Relations and Projects
Partners of international cooperation: University of Nitra (Slovakia), West University of Timisoara (Romania), Banat University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine Timisoara (Romania), University of Presov (Slovakia), State Higher Vocational School in Novy Sacz (Poland), Lomonosov Moscow State University (Russia), Arts University College Antwerp (Belgium), Okän University (Turkey), DOBA Faculty of Applied Business and Social Studies (Slovenia), Saint-Petersburg Institute of Economics, Culture and Business Administration (Russia)

Károly Róbert College

Type of Programmes and Degrees in Hungarian
Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, College degree (traditional), Master’s level further specialization, Higher level vocational training, Adult training and education (Andragogy)

Short Introduction
Károly Róbert College with its two faculties is one of the determinant higher educational institutions in the northeast region of Hungary. We are committed to increasing excellence in up-to-date theoretical and practice-oriented teaching linked to innovation and research, in order to provide our students with marketable degrees.

International Relations and Projects
The institution has a wide and continuously increasing educational and R&D&D network of international relations with partners from and outside the EU. International students can study within the framework of the LLP ERASMUS Programme, and we also are the coordinator institution of an ERASMUS IP called ECOCYCLES that functions as an international summer course. For further information in English, contact: abooszl@ karolyrobert.hu. More information about duration and tuition fees: www.karolyrobert.hu

Károly Róbert College

Type of Programmes and Degrees in Hungarian
Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, College degree (traditional), Master’s level further specialization, Higher level vocational training, Adult training and education (Andragogy)

Short Introduction
Károly Róbert College with its two faculties is one of the determinant higher educational institutions in the northeast region of Hungary. We are committed to increasing excellence in up-to-date theoretical and practice-oriented teaching linked to innovation and research, in order to provide our students with marketable degrees.

International Relations and Projects
The institution has a wide and continuously increasing educational and R&D&D network of international relations with partners from and outside the EU. International students can study within the framework of the LLP ERASMUS Programme, and we also are the coordinator institution of an ERASMUS IP called ECOCYCLES that functions as an international summer course. For further information in English, contact: abooszl@ karolyrobert.hu. More information about duration and tuition fees: www.karolyrobert.hu

Károly Róbert College

Type of Programmes and Degrees in Hungarian
Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, College degree (traditional), Master’s level further specialization, Higher level vocational training, Adult training and education (Andragogy)

Short Introduction
Károly Róbert College with its two faculties is one of the determinant higher educational institutions in the northeast region of Hungary. We are committed to increasing excellence in up-to-date theoretical and practice-oriented teaching linked to innovation and research, in order to provide our students with marketable degrees.

International Relations and Projects
The institution has a wide and continuously increasing educational and R&D&D network of international relations with partners from and outside the EU. International students can study within the framework of the LLP ERASMUS Programme, and we also are the coordinator institution of an ERASMUS IP called ECOCYCLES that functions as an international summer course. For further information in English, contact: abooszl@ karolyrobert.hu. More information about duration and tuition fees: www.karolyrobert.hu
National University of Public Service

Short Introduction
The National University of Public Service comes into being with the integration of the Zrínyi Miklós National Defence University, of the Police College and of the Faculty of Public Administration separating from Corvinus University on the 1st January 2012. By the integration of three traditional higher educational institutions of public service it provides the training of qualified public service specialists, and a coordinated young graduate recruitment policy of the public service, the law enforcement, the national defence and the national security services. The University forms an integrated part of the public service career. The University is the core institution in the system of further and managerial trainings of the public service human resource policy as well as in the retraining processes supporting switching between public service careers. With its research capacity the University serves as the strategic background institution of the state organization and the governmental activities.

NUPS Faculty of Public Administration
The Faculty provides BA programs in the field of Public Administration Organization, and MA programs in the field of Public Administration Management, and European and International Public Administration Management both in normal and correspondence courses. The Doctoral School of Public Administration was established in 2009.

NUPS Faculty of Law Enforcement
The Faculty provides BSc programmes in the field of Criminal Administrative Management and Policing Administrative Management both in normal and correspondence courses. Specializations within the field of Criminal Administrative Management are Criminal Investigation, Economic Crime Investigation, Financial Investigation, specializations within the field of Policing Administrative Management are Private Security, Convictional Services, Border Policing Administrative Policing, Disaster Management, Traffic Policing, Public Order, Customs and Excise Administration and Migration (since 2012). The Faculty provides a master programme in Law Enforcement Management.

NUPS Faculty of Military Sciences and Officer Training
The Faculty of Military Sciences and Officer Training is the only higher education institution in the field of Defence. Students of the Faculty can obtain a degree within the framework of a 6- or 7- term first-degree course (BSc level), as well as a 3- or 4-term Masters Level Training (MSc level). Alongside the training of Military Leaders, specialists of Security and Defence Policy and National Security, Engineers, Economists and Logisticians are also educated and trained. The Faculty provides PhD programmes in this field as well.

College of Nyíregyháza

Type of Programmes and Degrees in Hungarian
Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, Master’s level further specialization, Higher level vocational training, Adult training and education

Short Introduction, International Relations
The major objective of the regional knowledge centre programme at the College of Nyíregyháza is the enhancement of the region’s economic role as well as economic and innovative effectiveness. Therefore our educational offerings comply with the R&D and innovative activities. Three complex programmes that show synergies are in the course of implementation: (1) Knowledge Creating Opportunities – an academic programme, (2) Green Region – an R&D programme, (3) Dynamic Spatial Network – a service programme. The R&D priorities of the institution relate to food industry, vehicle mechanical engineering, agricultural production, use of renewable energy sources, logistics, bio monitoring, environmental analysis, informatics, issues of regional economy, tourism, liberal arts and visual culture, pedagogy and psychology. The East and Central European Research Centre of the college carry out research concerning Russia, East and Central Europe as well as carrying out educational tasks. The College of Nyíregyháza has 54 bilateral agreements on ERASMUS and CEEPUS Mobility Programmes, 43 bilateral agreements on students and staff mobility and on Cross Border Co-operation Programmes with 23 countries.

Kecskemét College

Head of the Institution: Dr. József DANYI, Rector
Students: 4,633
Academic staff (with PhD): 69
Founded in: 1910

Type of Programmes and Degrees in Hungarian
Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, Higher level vocational training, Adult training and education

Short Introduction
Kecskemét College is a higher education institution of three faculties (faculties of: Technical Studies, Teacher Training and Horticulture). The aim of the College is to meet the requirements of a modern European higher education institution: Laboratories for languages, IT, Technology and ecology, studios, a library, student residential homes and cultural services make the learning environment pleasant. Kecskemét College operates according to ISO 9001:2000 quality assurance system regulations.

International Relations and Projects
Kecskemét College cooperates with more than 40 European universities, actively promotes various international exchange programmes with special regard to LLIPERASMAUS, CEEPUS and COMENIUS programmes, and takes part in different projects and networks. In addition, every year we organize scientific conferences with international participants. www.kefo.hu/english, international.office@rh.kefo.hu

Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Hungary

Head of the Institution: Prof. Dr. Péter BALLA, Rector
Student: 4,279
Academic staff (with PhD): 200
Founded in: 1855

Type of Programmes and Degrees in Hungarian
Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, PhD programmes, Master’s level further specialization, Higher level vocational training, Adult training and education

Short Introduction
The Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Hungary provides education in the field of humanities, law and political sciences, theology and teacher training. Our prime aims and tasks are to reintegrate Hungary back into the cultural system which means and maintains Europe itself, and to build up and meaningfully preserve our traditional and new relations throughout the world. Being a Christian university, we strive to maintain moral and ethical standards in 21st century modern higher education. Besides our German and English study programmes, the university established the tutoring of rare languages, such as Japanese and Dutch. Beyond the language, literature and history training, our psychology department with its clinical and practice-oriented training aims to provide an overall knowledge of the discipline and to develop special skills in the fields of mental health, communication science, child psychology, health-care and clinical psychology. We wish to educate and teach our students to help them develop into multi-faceted, tolerant civilians with wide horizons.
King Sigismund College

Type of Programmes and Degrees in Hungarian
Bachelor's degree, Master's degree, Master's level further specialization, Adult training and education

Short Introduction, International relations
King Sigismund College – ZSKF in Hungarian – was established in 2000 as a response to the increased demand for quality higher education and training created by European integration and national modernization, as also a response to a governmental proposal based on labour market research. ZSKF constructed its degree programmes based on the European Union-supported concept of “Helfong learning” and along four academic pillars (humanities, economics, information technology, social sciences). Degrees are available in 11 Bachelor's programmes and 6 Master's programmes, all of which are based on constant observation of the rapidly-changing needs of the labour market. We utilize both innovative and traditional methods our programmes. Over the past few years ZSKF has tripled its number of international partnerships with cooperating higher education institutions. As a result our students can utilize the ERASMUS programme to study in (primarily) other European countries for one or two semesters. We also have partner institutions in the Ukraine, Russia and Vietnam. We organize competence-based training for our students through our Career and Alumni Centre. Trainers and presenters from the private sector prepare students in the areas of communications, conflict management and personal development to better equip our students to face the challenges they may encounter in the labour market.

Debrecen University of Reformed Theology

Type of Programmes and Degrees in Hungarian
Bachelor's degree, Master's degree, PhD programmes, Master's level further specialization, Higher level vocational training, Adult training and education

Short Introduction, International relations
The university, strengthened by merging with the Ferenc Kőkésy Teacher Training College of the Reformed Church, on 1st September 2011, is a higher education institution of the Trans-Tisza Synod of the Hungarian Reformed Church. Our university offers a wide range of educational programmes taught by a highly professional teaching and research staff. We train ministers, teachers of religion, as well as teachers and communication specialists. General, undivided MA programmes are offered in theology, with a specialization in ministry as well. We also give training in pastoral care and management in our MA programmes. Our BA programmes include degrees in teacher training, communication and media sciences, and for computing librarians, church organists, assistants in Christian education and ministry. The university also offers courses and degrees in higher professional and vocational training, and adult training. We provide further education for teachers as well, with a special emphasis on the support of the professional development of Hungarian teachers living beyond the borders of Hungary. Our university is part of the ERASMUS, CEEPUS and KASTALIA networks and is actively seeking partnerships and joint programmes with other institutes of higher education abroad.

Hungarian Higher Education 2012
Hungarian University of Fine Arts

1062 Budapest, Andrássy ut. 69-71. +36 1 478-0980
forengo@mke.hu, www.mke.hu

Head of the Institution: Prof. Dr. Frigyes KÖNIG, Rector
Students: 670
Academic staff (with PhD): 42
Founded in: 1871

Type of Programmes and Degrees in Hungarian
Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, Higher level vocational training, Adult training and education

Short Introduction
It is the tradition left behind by its founders and professors that has formed the mission of the Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music (University). The Liszt Academy is seeking to train performing artists and teachers who will be in possession of values rooted in universal and national culture, with music as its integral part. Having received an exceptionally demanding training, students of the Academy will graduate from the institution as masters of their profession, well equipped to start their musical career as artists and performing artists (classical, church, jazz and folk music), conductors, composers, musicians, music theoreticians and music teachers. While fostering their artistic development the Liszt Academy offers future music teachers courses in pedagogy, music teachers, while further development, education and training.

Type of Programmes and Degrees of Hungarian Higher Education 2012

Bhaktivedanta College

1062 Budapest, Andrássy at 53. 1./1. +36 1 321-7787
info@bhf.hu, www.bhf.hu

Head of the Institution: Prof. Dr. István TÖTH-SOMA, Rector
Students: 303
Academic staff (with PhD): 14
Founded in: 1964

Type of Programmes and Degrees of Hungarian Higher Education 2012

Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, College degree (traditional), Adult training and education

Short Introduction
The HDA keeps regular contacts with its European partner institutions (from Moscow to London, from Helsinki to Lisbon) as well as global partners. Its annual international summer course takes place in August and is visited by dance students from all over the world. Hungarian students take part in courses and competitions abroad on a regular basis. International dance festivals – inviting 10 to 12 schools – are held regularly. International students become active participants of HDA’s performances and tours. Further information: Henrietta Novak, novak.henrietta@mke.hu

Hungarian Dance Academy

1145 Budapest, Columbus u. 87-89. +36 1 273-3434
info@mtf.hu, www.mtf.hu

Head of the Institution: Mr. György SZAKALY, Rector
Students: 499
Academic staff (with PhD): 11
Founded in: 1950

Type of Programmes and Degrees of Hungarian Higher Education 2012

Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, Adult training and education

Short Introduction
It is the tradition left behind by its founders and professors that has formed the mission of the Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music (University). The Liszt Academy is seeking to train performing artists and teachers who will be in possession of values rooted in universal and national culture, with music as its integral part. Having received an exceptionally demanding training, students of the Academy will graduate from the institution as masters of their profession, well equipped to start their musical career as artists and performing artists (classical, church, jazz and folk music), conductors, composers, musicians, music theoreticians and music teachers. While fostering their artistic development the Liszt Academy offers future music teachers courses in pedagogy, music teachers, while further development, education and training.
Jewish Theological Seminary – University of Jewish Studies

1084 Budapest, Békácska u. 2., +36 1 318-7049
vzs@or-zse.hu, www.or-zse.hu

Head of the Institution: Prof. Dr. Alfred SCHÖNER,
Rector
Students: 166
Academic staff (with PhD): 28
Foundation year: 1877

Church

Type of Programmes and Degrees in Hungarian
Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, PhD programme

Theological College of Pécs

7621 Pécs, Pápaiolvásde u. 1., +36 72 513-060
to@pphf.hu, www.pphf.hu

Head of the Institution: Dr. Zsolt CZIGLÁNYI,
Rector
Students: 118
Academic staff (with PhD): 9
Foundation in: 1742

Church

Theological College of Eger

3301 Eger, Foglár György u. 6., +36 36 312-916
rektor@eghf.hu, www.eghf.hu

Head of the Institution: Dr. Lajos DOLHAI,
Rector
Students: 166
Academic staff (with PhD): 9
Founded in: 1704

Church

Evangelical-Lutheran Theological University

1141 Budapest, Rácsavölgyi kör 3., +36 1 469-1050
teologia@lutheran.hu, www.teol.lutheran.hu

Head of the Institution: Prof. Dr. Lajos SZABÓ,
Rector
Students: 150
Academic staff (with PhD): 13
Foundation in: 1950

Church

Theological College of Esztergom

2500 Esztergom, Szent István tér 10., +36 33 541-902
foiskola@eszhf.hu, www.eszhf.hu

Head of the Institution: Dr. János SZÉKELY,
Rector
Students: 86
Academic staff (with PhD): 7
Foundation in: 1566

Church

Sárospatak Theological Academy of the Reformed Church

3950 Sárospatak, Rákóczi u. 1., +36 47 312-947
dekanias@srtta.hu, www.srtta.hu

Head of the Institution: Dr. Sándor ENGHY,
Rector
Students: 152
Academic staff (with PhD): 10
Foundation in: 1531

Church

Adventist Theological College

2119 Pécel, Ráday u. 12., +36 28 547-295
atf@atf.adventista.hu, www.atf.adventista.hu

Head of the Institution: Dr. József SZILVÁSI,
Rector
Students: 57
Academic staff (with PhD): 5
Foundation in: 1948

Church

Theological College of Pécs

7621 Pécs, Papaiolvásde u. 1., +36 72 513-060
to@pphf.hu, www.pphf.hu

Head of the Institution: Dr. Zsolt CZIGLÁNYI,
Rector
Students: 118
Academic staff (with PhD): 9
Foundation in: 1742

Church
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Ferenc Rákóczi II. Transcarpathian Hungarian Institute
Ukraine, Transcarpathia
92022 Beregova (Beregszász), Koszutn tár 6.
+380 31 41 4 29 68
faiskola@kfml.uu.ua, www.kfml.uu.ua

Short Introduction
This institution is a state-recognised Ukrainian higher education institution of accredited degree III founded and maintained by the Foundation for the Transcarpathian Hungarian College (FTHC). The Foundation was established by the Hungarian Cultural Association of Transcarpathia, the Transcarpathian Association of Hungarian Pedagogues, the Transcarpathian Reformed Church, and the Local Government of the Town of Beregova (Beregszász). The institution has been operating as an independent, officially registered higher education institution with a state operating permit since 1996. Transcarpathian students may pursue studies in 6 departments, 10 programmes in the Institute.

The institution has not yet been granted any support from the Ukrainian state. It is professionally controlled by the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine. A considerable part of the financial support required for the maintenance of the institution is provided to FTHC by the Ministry of Education of the mother-country, or is completed by means of application.

Hungarian University of Transylvania
Romania, 400012 Cluj-Napoca (Kolozsvár)
Matei Corvin (Mátyás király) u. 4.
+40 264 439 266
office@sapientia.ro, www.sapientia.ro

Short Introduction
The Sapientia – Hungarian University of Transylvania (SAPIENTIA HUT), one of the Romanian higher education institutions, was founded in 2001. Its establishment was supported by the Hungarian state. The University is operating in three Transylvanian towns (Miercurea Ciuc/Csíkszereda, Targu Mures/Marosvásárhely, and Cluj-Napoca/Kolozsvár). The University provides, in the academic year of 2010/2011, courses in Hungarian language.

J. Selye University
Romania, 410209 Oradea (Nagyvárad)
Primării (Várszovány) u. 36.
+40-259-418244
partium@partium.ro, www.partium.ro

Short Introduction
The Partium Christian University (PCU) is an integral part of the system of Transylvanian/Partium Hungarian-language higher education; it is the first independent, accredited university established, after the changes in 1989, by Hungarians living in Romania.

Thirteen undergraduate courses and five graduate courses are operated by three faculties of the University (the Faculty of Humanities, the Faculty of Economics, and the Faculty of Arts).

Since its foundation, the University has been recognised in the national higher education (university) system, and has also established close and effective cooperation with Hungarian universities through bilateral agreements.

J. Selye University
Slovakia, 945 01 Komárno
Bratislavska cesta 3322
+421 35 3260848
info@selyeuni.sk, www.selyeuni.sk

Type of Programmes and Degrees:
Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, PhD programmes, Adult training and education

Short Introduction
J. Selye University, the youngest higher education institution of Slovakia, is the only independent state-funded higher education institution in Slovakia providing courses in Hungarian. The main purpose of the University is to provide high-level training for primary and secondary school teachers, and theologians as well as training for professionals in fields including finance, IT, and marketing. J. Selye University has a mission to provide native-language education, and to ensure quality training for teachers and educators, theologians and economists working in nurseries, primary and secondary schools with instruction in Hungarian language.
Useful links:
- Hungarian Rectors’ Conference: www.mrk.hu
- Balassi Institute: www.bbi.hu
- The Campus Hungary Programme Office: www.campushungary.hu
- More about Hungary: www.hungary.com
- Hungary - World of Potentials (7 minute short film about Hungary): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hmz2VN9sO4M
- National Higher Education Information Centre: http://www.felvi.hu/for_foreigners/academic
- The list of the higher education institutions accredited by HAC can be downloaded from: http://www.felvi.hu/felvetel/egyetemek.tiszikolak
- Details on the admission criteria of the particular study programmes: www.felvi.hu/foreigners
- Further information on the recognition of foreign secondary school leaving certificates, vocational training documents, graduate and postgraduate degrees can be found on the web page of the Hungarian Equivalence and Information Centre: http://www.oh.gov.hu/hungarian_equivalence_and_080122
- Office of Immigration and Nationality: http://www.bmbah.hu/a_bah_ismertetese.php
- Hungarian customs regulations: http://www.vam.hu/welcomeEn.do
- Up-to-date exchange rates from the Hungarian National Bank: www.mnb.hu
- Tempus Public Foundation: http://english.tpf.hu
- National Higher Education Information Centre: www.felvi.hu/for_foreigners
- National Health Insurance Fund (OEP): www.oep.hu
- Hungarian Accreditation Committee: www.mab.hu

Institutions in alphabetical order

Adventist Theological College ........................................ 33
András Pénz Institute of Conductive Education and College for 31
Conductor Training .................................................... 31
Andrássy György German Speaking University Budapest ...... 24
Apor Vilmos Catholic College ........................................ 28
Archbishop الأسهم Theological College of Veszprém .... 31
Baptist Theological Seminary ......................................... 27
Bhaktivedanta College ................................................ 31
Budapest Academy of Contemporary Dance ...................... 33
Budapest Business School ............................................. 13
Budapest College of Communication and Business ............ 17
Budapest College of Management .................................. 28
Budapest University of Technology and Economics ........... 7
Calvary Chapel Bible College Europe ................................ 33
Central European University ......................................... 23
College of Dunaújváros .............................................. 20
College of Nyíregyháza ................................................ 26
College of Szolnok ...................................................... 21
Connis University of Budapest ....................................... 14
Debrecen University of Reformated Theology ................... 29
Dennis Gabor College .................................................. 21
Dharma Gate Buddhist College ..................................... 21
Edusis College ............................................................ 22
Edvás József College .................................................... 23
Edvás Lantos University ............................................... 9
Easternardy Károly College ......................................... 18
Evangelical-Lutheran Theological University .................... 32
Ferenc Rétközzi II. Transcarpathian Hungarian Institute ...... 34
Gál Ferenc Theological College ...................................... 31
Hungarian Dance Academy ......................................... 30
Hungarian University of Fine Arts .................................. 30
Hungarian University of Transylvania ......................... 34
International Business School ....................................... 24
J. Sály University ....................................................... 34
Jewish Theological Seminary - University of Jewish Studies ... 32
John Wesley Theological College .................................. 29
Kaposvár University ................................................... 22
Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Hungary 27
Károly Róbert College ................................................ 25
Kecskemét College ..................................................... 27
King Szigmond College ................................................ 28
Kodolányi János College ............................................. 18
László Ferenc Academy of Music (University) ................. 30
Moholy-Nagy University of Art and Design ...................... 29
National University of Public Service ......................... 26
Öbuda University ...................................................... 16
Partium Christian University ....................................... 34
Pázmány Péter Catholic University ................................ 19
Pentecostal Theological College .................................... 32
Reformed Theological Academy in Pápa ......................... 33
Saint Paul Academy ................................................... 21
Sapientia College of Theology of Religious Orders ............ 31
Széchenyi Kakas Theological Academy of the Reformed Church 32
Szent István University ............................................... 15
Szent István University ............................................... 15
Szent István University ............................................... 15
Sümegi University ..................................................... 11
Sola Scriptura College of Theology ................................. 32
St. András Greek Catholic Theological Institute ................ 32
Salichesi István University ......................................... 20
Salichesi István University ......................................... 20
Szent István University ............................................... 15
Szent István University ............................................... 15
Szent István University ............................................... 15
Szent István University ............................................... 15
Szent István University ............................................... 15
University of Debrecen ............................................... 31
University of Oradea .................................................. 31
University of Pápa ..................................................... 17
University of Pannonia .............................................. 19
University of Pécs .................................................... 10
University of Szeged ................................................ 12
University of Theatre and Film ..................................... 31
University of West Hungary ......................................... 16
Wekerle Sándor Business College ................................ 27
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